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Chain Offers Slice
DINING: PizzaRev in growth mode with experienced franchisees.
By CHAMPAIGN WILLIAMS
Monday, December 14, 2015

Altogether, PizzaRev said it has signed agreements with 18 major restaurant operators to spread the
brand across the country
“We considered getting into the pizza business for quite some time, but it was not until we discovered
PizzaRev, and its revolutionary take on pizza, that we were inspired to finally take the leap,” said Bert
Hayenga, a principal of Fire Em Up, in a statement “It’s the right time, we have the best team in place
and PizzaRev is the perfect brand to help us introduce a new pizza experience to Arizona ”
Andre Vener, co-owner of gourmet hot dog restaurant Dog Haus, said franchising is a good way to
grow rapidly into new markets without taking on debt from bank loans or losing equity by taking on
investors
Like PizzaRev, Pasadena’s Dog Haus is looking to expand nationally using the franchise model next
year The eatery has 18 stores in eight states and 125 franchises in the works
“We figured we could grow quicker and wider across the nation if we went the franchise route We
wanted to grow our business as quick as possible and it’s a way to partner with people without
actually having a bunch of investors or shareholders,” Vener said “Now is the time to move We
definitely want to be the Chipotle or PizzaRev of the hot dog gourmet sausage ”
Growing pains
PizzaRev has thrived in a niche industry with ample competition in Southern California alone Some
competing fast-casual pizza concepts include Blaze Pizza in Pasadena, 800 Degrees in Los Angeles
and Pieology in Rancho Santa Margarita It also competes against traditional pizza-delivery chains
such as Domino’s Pizza Inc , Pizza Hut and Papa John’s
Despite the established business model, the leap into mass franchising carries risk Lewitt’s Gurnick
believes developing a solid distribution, marketing and operational infrastructure is key to sustaining
growth
“The risk in growing too fast is a franchiser can get more franchisees than they are able to watch over,
and won’t be able to deliver the service that’s needed,” he said “There are unique circumstances in
each market – leasing, zoning and customer preference – and you’ll have better odds if you develop a
critical mass (in each market) ”
For a fairly new franchiser such as PizzaRev, protecting the integrity of the brand is imperative
“Putting the right people and systems in place to meet our growth demands is the key to avoiding
growing pains,” Eckerman said “From the time our franchisees sign their franchise agreements until
they open their doors, they engage weekly with our franchise department ”
PizzaRev plans to continue to develop its corporate footprint in addition to franchising, and has two
corporate-owned locations slated to open next year in Westlake Village and Thousand Oaks
Eckerman said that continuing to open corporate locations will further support the company’s
franchisees
“We have the breadth of first-hand experience to guide franchisees through building and growing
successful PizzaRev restaurants,” he said
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